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Temporal Bell inequalities, or Leggett-Garg Inequalities (LGI), are studied for continuous-variable
systems placed in a squeezed state. The importance of those systems lies in their broad applicability
which allows the description of many different physical settings in various branches of physics,
ranging from cosmology to condensed matter physics and from optics to quantum information
theory. LGI violations are explored and systematically mapped in squeezing parameter space.
Configurations for which LGI violation occurs are found but it is shown that no violation can be
obtained if all squeezing angles vanish, contrary to what happens for the spatial Bell inequalities.
We also assess the effect of decoherence on the detectability of such violations. Our study opens up
the possibility of new experimental designs for the observation of LGI violation.
PACS numbers: 03.65.-w, 03.67.-a, 03.65.Ud, 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ta
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting aspects of quantum me-
chanics is the possibility of having entangled states [1].
Surprising properties of these states are revealed by Bell’s
inequalities [2, 3] which highlight the non-classical corre-
lations that can exist between spatially-separated sub-
systems [4, 5]. However, quantum mechanics may also
imply the presence of non-standard correlations when a
single system is measured at two different times. These
correlations can be studied by deriving another class
of inequalities, known as temporal Bell’s inequalities or
Leggett-Garg inequalities (LGI) [6]. A violation of these
inequalities can be caused by the lack of a realistic de-
scription of the system (macroscopic realism) or by the
impossibility to measure its properties without disturb-
ing it (non-invasive measurability). Therefore, LGI vio-
lations have deep and far-reaching implications for quan-
tum mechanics and physics in general [7].
On the experimental side, violations of LGI have now
been observed in different systems, for a review see
Ref. [7]. These systems all share the property to be, effec-
tively, describable as a qubit. Originally, it was proposed
to use a rf SQUID to perform the test [6]. The rf SQUID
is a magnetic flux box made of a Josephson junction in-
serted into a superconducting ring and controlled by an
external flux. If the external flux is tuned to half the
quantum flux, then the potential of the system acquires
a double-well shape, the lowest energy states in each well
effectively decouple and the rf SQUID can be viewed as a
qubit. The two states correspond to clockwise and anti-
clockwise super-current states. In practice, the first LGI
violation was in fact observed in a transmon [8], a de-
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vice similar to a Cooper-pair box (a Josephson junction
driven by an applied voltage) but operated in a differ-
ent regime [9]. In that case, the qubit is represented by
the |0〉 and |1〉 charge states. After this first experiment,
many other protocols have been considered, in particu-
lar the recent proposals studied in Refs. [10, 11]. Let
us signal that LGI violations have also been observed for
other systems [7] equivalent to a qubit but not necessarily
based on superconducting circuits.
The non-invasive measurability principle, which has
been the subject of many debates, has also played an im-
portant role in the design of the different experimental
systems. In the original proposal [6], the measurements
were assumed to be performed in the usual, projective,
fashion. However, in the first experimental realization
of Ref. [8], continuous weak measurements were used,
following Ref. [12], which required to adapt the original
form of the LGI to the situation at hand. The subse-
quent experimental setups have then considered various
variations of the measurement protocol.
In this paper, we propose and study a new and generic
way to design physical situations in which the LGI
are violated. Concretely, our approach applies to any
continuous-variable system placed in a quantum squeezed
state [13, 14]. These states are entangled states and
arise in a large variety of physical situations. The rea-
son is that any Hamiltonian that is bilinear in the cre-
ation and annihilation operators is likely to produce
squeezed states. One finds them in experiments with
light fields using lasers and non-linear optics (paramet-
ric down-conversion, four-wave mixing) [15, 16] or exper-
iments probing the motion of an ion in a trap or the
properties of phonons in a crystal [17]. Squeezed states
are also unavoidable when a quantum field interacts with
a classical source as it is the case in the Schwinger [18],
Unruh [19] and Hawking [20] effects. Moreover, accord-
ing to the theory of cosmic inflation [21–23], recently
confirmed by the Planck satellite data [24–29], the quan-
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2tum state of the cosmological fluctuations responsible for
the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR)
anisotropy and the large scale structures observed in our
universe, is a (two-mode) squeezed state [30–33]. Let us
add that squeezed states are also very useful for inter-
ferometric measurements (which, for instance, are used
for the detection of gravitational waves [34]) or to im-
prove the precision of atomic clocks [35]. They also play
a crucial role in quantum information processing [36]. Fi-
nally, it is interesting to notice that entangled states were
introduced for the first time in their squeezed states real-
ization since the Einstein-Podolski-Rosen (EPR) state [1]
is nothing but a squeezed state with infinite squeezing.
Let us also stress that a fundamental difference with
qubits is that squeezed states describe continuous vari-
able systems (see also Ref. [37]). Besides opening up
possibilities of new experimental LGI violations, this may
also provide a way to test the quantumness of primordial
cosmological fluctuations [33], the possibility of which is
still being debated.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, Sec. II, we introduce spin operators for continuous-
variable systems and calculate their two-point correlation
functions. In Sec. III, we then show that LGI can be vi-
olated and we map the LGI violations in the space of
the squeezing parameters and squeezing angles. Finally,
we present our conclusions in Sec. IV. The appendix A
contains technical details needed to derive the results dis-
cussed in the main text.
II. SPIN OPERATORS FOR SQUEEZED
STATES
We consider a quantum system that possesses contin-
uous degrees of freedom denoted in the following by Q.
Q could, for instance, be the position of a particle or the
Fourier amplitude of a field at a given wave number. In
order to test the LGI, one needs to define a dichotomic
quantity and, for this reason, we introduce the following
operator
Sˆz(`) =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
(−1)n
∫ (n+1)`
n`
dQ|Q〉〈Q| , (1)
where ` is a parameter that can be freely chosen by the
observer and that describes the coarseness of the mea-
surement (the larger `, the coarser the measurement).
In the limit where ` → ∞ for instance, Sˆz(`) is simply
the sign of Q. In general, Eq. (1) defines a spin vari-
able because the eigenvalues of this operator are ±1 (for
an alternative way of defining dichotomic variables see
Ref. [38]). It is similar to the z-component of a ficti-
tious spin. As explained in Ref. [39], one could define
two other operators, Sˆx(`) and Sˆy(`) such that Sˆx(`),
Sˆy(`) and Sˆz(`) obey the standard SU(2) commutation
relations. Here, we will only need Sˆz(`). It is not the
only way to define a “spin” from a continuous-variable
system and we could also consider the operator [40, 41]∑+∞
n=0 (|2n+ 1〉〈2n+ 1| − |2n〉〈2n|) = (−1)Nˆ+1 where
|n〉 are the Fock states and Nˆ the number operator.
However, in this case, it is not obvious how to design
an experimental protocol to perform a measurement of
(−1)Nˆ+1 while measuring the quantity (1) is straight-
forward since only “position” measurements are needed.
In this sense, the choice (1) of Sˆz(`) appears to be es-
sentially unique. Notice that Bell inequalities formed
out of the triplet Sˆx(`), Sˆy(`) and Sˆz(`) can be violated
if the system is placed in a squeezed state as recently
shown in Refs. [39, 42]. However, this involves the mea-
surements of, at least, two spin operators and measuring
Sˆx(`) and/or Sˆy(`) requires to measure the conjugate mo-
mentum of Qˆ, which may be difficult (e.g. in inflationary
cosmology, this appears to be essentially impossible [33]).
The advantage of the LGI is that only one operator is
necessary, the price to pay being of course that one has
to measure it at three different times.
Then, we assume that the system is placed in the quan-
tum state Uˆ |0〉, a (one-mode) squeezed state, where the
evolution operator Uˆ can be written as Uˆ(t) = eBˆ(t) with
Bˆ(t) ≡ r(t)e−2iϕ(t)aˆ2/2−r(t)e2iϕ(t) (aˆ†)2 /2, where aˆ and
aˆ† are the annihilation and creation operators satisfying
[aˆ, aˆ†] = 1. The quantities r(t) and ϕ(t) are respec-
tively the squeezing parameter and angle and are typ-
ically time-dependent quantities.
In the following, we will be interested in the calcu-
lation of the two-point correlation function of the spin
operator (1) taken at different times, namely
Cab(ta, tb; `) =
1
2
〈
0
∣∣∣{Sˆz(ta; `), Sˆz(tb; `)}∣∣∣ 0〉 , (2)
where Sˆz(t, `) is written in the Heisenberg picture,
namely Sˆz(t, `) ≡ U†(t)Sˆz(`)Uˆ(t). This gives rise to (see
the appendix for the following formulas)
Cab = <
[
A(a, b)
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
m=+∞∑
m=−∞
(−1)n+m
∫ (n+1)`
n`∫ (m+1)`
m`
dQ˜dQeA(a,b)Q˜
2+A∗(b,a)Q2+B(a,b)QQ˜
]
(3)
with
A(a, b) = 1
pi
√
2
sin−1/2(θa − θb)
ρaρb cosh ra cosh rb
ei(θa−θb−pi/2)/2,(4)
A(a, b) =
1
2
− cos θa
ρa
+
i
ρb
cos θa
sin(θa − θb)
−i sin θa
ρa
− i
2 tan(θa − θb) , (5)
B(a, b) = − i
ρaρb sin(θa − θb)
1
cosh ra cosh rb
, (6)
where ρ and θ are defined so that 1− tanh(r)e2iϕ ≡ ρeiθ.
In general, these integrals must be performed numeri-
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FIG. 1: Two-point function of the spin operator, the system
being placed in a squeezed state with squeezing parameter
and angle (ra, ϕa) at time ta and (rb, ϕb) at time tb, as a
function of rb (top panel) and ϕb (bottom panel), for a few
values of `.
cally.1 However, if we are in the case where the squeezing
angles all vanish, then the integrals can be done and the
series reduces to Cab =
∑n=+∞
n=−∞(−1)nCn with
Cn =
1
2
(−1)E(era−rbn){2erf [erbE(era−rbn)`+ erb`]
− erf [era(n+ 1)`)]− erf (eran`)}, (7)
if the condition erb−ra [E(era−rbn)+1] < n+1 is satisfied,
while
Cn =
1
2
(−1)E(era−rbn) {erf [era(n+ 1)`]− erf (eran`)}
(8)
1 A fortran code for computing the two-point correlation function
of the spin operators, the 3-measurement Leggett-Garg strings
and all quantities displayed in this paper can be found at https:
//github.com/vennin/LeggetGargInequalities.
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FIG. 2: Two-point function (2) of the spin operator (1) and
Leggett-Garg strings (10) for the squeezed state measured at
times ta, tb and tc, as a function of `. LGI violations corre-
spond to K3 or K
′
3 either being smaller than −3 or greater
than 1. For the parameters used in the bottom panel for
instance, violation K3 > 1 occurs at large `.
otherwise. In these expressions, erf is the error func-
tion and E(z) denotes the integer part of the number
z. Another case where a simple analytic expression can
be derived is the limit ` → ∞, where one obtains, see
Eq. (A20) in Appendix A,
Cab = <
{
−4A arctanh
[
B/
√
B2 − 4AA∗]√
B2 − 4AA∗
}
(9)
that is to say a plateau, independent of `.
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FIG. 3: Maximal values over ` of the Leggett-Garg strings K3 as a function of the squeezing parameters. The black solid lines
correspond to the contours where the strings equal one and inside which LGI violation occurs. The dashed lines stand for the
same contours but where ` is taken to infinity instead of maximized over. The right panels zoom in regions of interest of the
left panels. Top panels: ra = 1, ϕa = ϕb = ϕc = 0.4, middle panels: ϕa = 0.4, ra = rb = rc = 1, bottom panels: ϕa = ϕb = 0.4,
ra = 1, rb = 0.7.
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FIG. 4: Maximal values over ` of the Leggett-Garg strings K′3 as a function of the squeezing parameters. The black solid lines
correspond to the contours where the strings equal one and inside which LGI violation occurs. The dashed lines stand for the
same contours but where ` is taken to infinity instead of maximized over. The right panels zoom in regions of interest of the
left panels. Top panels: ra = 1, ϕa = ϕb = ϕc = 0.4, middle panels: ϕa = 0.4, ra = rb = rc = 1, bottom panels: ϕa = ϕb = 0.4,
ra = 1, rb = 0.7.
6In Fig. 1, we have represented the evolution of the
correlation function versus the squeezing parameter r and
the squeezing angle ϕ for different choices of `. When
ra = rb and ϕa = ϕb, the correlation function is of course
one. Otherwise one can check that it is always between
±1 and that it tends to zero when |rb − ra| or |ϕa − ϕb|
becomes sufficiently large.
III. LEGGETT-GARG INEQUALITIES
Let us now introduce the so-called 3-measurement
Leggett-Garg strings K3 and K
′
3 (which, if needed, could
easily be generalized to n-strings) defined by
K3 = Cab + Cbc − Cac, K ′3 = −Cab − Cbc − Cac, (10)
where a, b and c denote the three times (in chronologi-
cal order) when the measurement is performed. Classi-
cal probability calculus implies −3 ≤ K3,K ′3 ≤ 1 and,
therefore, any deviation from those inequalities will be
referred to as a LGI violation. If the state of the system
is a qubit σˆz with density matrix ρ = [1 + r(t) · σ]/2
(r is the unit Bloch vector and σ are the Pauli matri-
ces) and Hamiltonian Hˆ = ωσˆx/2 (ω is the fundamental
frequency of the system), then the correlation function
of σˆz is simply given by Cij = cos [ω (ti − tj)]. Choos-
ing equal time intervals tc− tb = tb− ta ≡ τ , one obtains
K3 = 2 cos(ωτ)−cos(2ωτ) which clearly violates the LGI,
the maximum violation being obtained for ωτ = pi/3 for
which K3 = 3/2. An important remark is that the corre-
lators Cij , hence the strings K3 and K
′
3, do not depend
on the state r(t) of the qubit. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
this is not the case for the squeezed state where there is
a dependence in the parameters characterizing the quan-
tum state.
The 3-strings K3 and K
′
3 are displayed in Fig. 2 as a
function of ` for different configurations. One can see
that in some cases (top panel), LGI are not violated,
while for others (bottom panel), there exist values of `
for which they are. In practice, making use of the for-
mula (7)-(8) for Cn, one can check that when all squeez-
ing angles vanish, no violation can be obtained. This is
in contrast to Bell inequalities constructed from the same
spin operators [42], where violation requires ϕ < 0.34e−r
and is maximal precisely for vanishing squeezing an-
gles. Another important difference between these two
inequalities is that while Bell inequalities violation re-
quires r > 1.12 [42], LGI violation occurs even for small
squeezing parameters.
In order to further explore LGI violation in squeezing
parameter space, in Figs. 3 and 4, the maximal values of
K3 and K
′
3 are displayed as a function of the squeezing
parameters, where maximization is performed over `. We
did not find configurations for which the classical condi-
tions K3,K
′
3 ≥ −3 are violated which is why only the
maximal values of K3 and K
′
3 are shown. The right pan-
els zoom in interesting features of the left panels. The
black solid lines correspond to the contours K3,K
′
3 = 1,
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FIG. 5: Leggett-Garg 3-string K3 as a function of the de-
coherence parameter ξ, in the limit ` → ∞ and for a set
of squeezing parameters, where rc is varied according to the
color code. When ξ is of order one or larger, no violation
occurs.
and violation occurs inside them. The overall structure of
these maps is rather complex and usually features several
disconnected regions of parameter space where violation
occurs. Such regions typically correspond to where the
different squeezing parameters are close but not strictly
equal (see the two last panels of the first row and the last
but one panel of the second row) but can also exist away
from these conditions (see the first panels of each row).
Notice that the non-smooth shapes of the contours are
not numerical artifacts but correspond to genuine irreg-
ular patterns. The dashed lines stand for the contours
K3,K
′
3 = 1 but when ` is taken to infinity instead of
maximized over. In this case, K3 and K
′
3 can easily be
calculated using Eq. (9), and as mentioned above, the
measurement of Sˆz is simply performed by measuring
the sign of the position variable. This regime is therefore
experimentally convenient. However, one can see that in
some regions (i.e. inside the solid contours but outside the
dashed contours), violation does not occur on the asymp-
totic plateau `→∞ but can be obtained for a bounded
interval of ` values only. Even though this interval may
be fine-tuned, ` can be freely chosen by the experimenter
so this does not hamper the practical detection of LGI
violation.
More generally, Figs. 3 and 4 can be used to identify
the values of r and ϕ where LGI violations occur. Given a
particular experimental setting, corresponding to a par-
ticular range for r and ϕ, one can indeed immediately
check whether a LGI violation is possible or not. As
a consequence, these maps hopefully constitute a useful
guide for designing new experimental protocols.
7IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown how LGI violation can
be obtained with continuous-variable systems, and have
illustrated our approach on the generic case of squeezed
states. By doing so, we have widely extended the range
of systems for which LGI violation can be realized, so far
limited to qubits.
In practice, measuring the spin operator (1) from a
measurement of the “position” variable Q is straight-
forward, one simply needs to determine which integer
number n is such that n` ≤ Q < (n + 1)`, and take
Sz = (−1)n. This is why ` can be easily varied over
until the largest violation is found and this parameter
can be optimized as done in Figs. 3 and 4. Let us note
that if one also has access to linear combinations of Q
and its conjugated momentum P , there is an overall
shift in the squeezing angles that one can also optimize
over. Indeed, if one performs a rotation in phase space
with angle α and introduces Q′ = cosαQ − sinαP and
P ′ = cosαP + sinαQ, then the squeezing angles change
according to ϕ′ = ϕ + α [42]. As a consequence, if one
defines the pseudo-spin operators with respect to Q′ in-
stead of Q, one obtains the same results as the ones de-
rived above but where all the squeezing angles are shifted
by α.
Since LGI probe correlations of a single system mea-
sured at different times, quantum decoherence [43–45]
also plays a crucial role for a realistic and practical ex-
periment [8, 46]. The effect of decoherence can be mod-
eled using the quantum channels formalism [47]. For a
qubit system, only a few channels exist and they can
be studied separately [48, 49]. For a continuous-variable
system however, the dimension of the Hilbert space is
infinite and such a systematic approach cannot be em-
ployed without specifying the environment. In order
to assess the impact of decoherence on our results in a
more model-independent way, one can consider the sim-
ple channel in which the density matrix ρ is mapped
into [45] ρ(Q˜, Q¯) → ρ(Q˜, Q¯) exp[−ξ(Q˜ − Q¯)2/2], where
the phenomenological parameter ξ encodes the details
of the interaction strength with the environment. In
Eq. (3), this amounts to changing A and B according
to A → A − ξ/2 and B → B − ξ. This models the sit-
uation where dynamical backreaction is small and deco-
herence is slower than the unitary evolution of the state.
In Fig. 5, the 3-string K3 is displayed for a set of squeez-
ing parameters (where rc is varied according to the color
code) as a function of ξ and in the limit where ` → ∞.
When ξ increases, coherence is lost and K3 is driven to 0.
In the case where LGI are violated at ξ = 0, one can see
that no violation occurs when ξ is of order one or larger.
This is why limiting the coupling with the environment is
important for a practical implementation of the proposal
made in this paper.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the two-point correlation function
In this appendix, we explain how the two-point correlation function is calculated. Using the expression of the
correlator (2) and the definition of the spin operator (1), one obtains
Cab =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
m=+∞∑
m=−∞
(−1)n+m
∫ (n+1)`
n`
∫ (m+1)`
m`
dQ˜dQ<
[
Ψ∗1sq(ta, Q˜)Ψ1sq(tb, Q)〈Q˜|Uˆ(ta)Uˆ†(tb)|Q〉
]
, (A1)
where Ψ1sq denotes the (single-mode) squeezed state wave function given by the following expression
Ψ1sq(t, Q) =
1
pi1/4
1√
cosh r
1√
1− z e
−(1+z)/(1−z)Q2/2, (A2)
with z ≡ e2iϕ tanh r. Notice that this wave function is correctly normalized. Inserting three times the closure relation
for coherent states, the matrix element appearing in Eq. (A1) can be re-expressed as
〈Q˜|Uˆ(ta)Uˆ†(tb)|Q〉 =
∫
du
pi
∫
dv
pi
∫
dw
pi
〈Q˜|w〉〈w|Uˆ(ta)|u〉〈u|Uˆ†(tb)|v〉〈v|Q〉. (A3)
Matrix elements of the form 〈w|Uˆ(t)|u〉 can be easily calculated using operator ordering theorem applied to the
evolution operator Uˆ and quantities such as 〈v|Q〉 are nothing but the coherent states wave function in the configuration
representation. As a consequence, one arrives at the following expression
〈Q˜|Uˆ(ta)Uˆ†(tb)|Q〉 = 1
pi7/2
1√
cosh ra cosh rb
e−Q˜
2/2−Q2/2
∫
d6α e−α
TMα/2−JTα, (A4)
8with αT ≡ [<(u),=(u),<(v),=(v),<(w),=(w)] and JT = −√2(0, 0, Q,−iQ, Q˜, iQ˜). The quantity M is a 6 × 6
symmetric matrix whose elements can be written as
M11 = 2− e−2iϕa tanh ra − e2iϕb tanh rb, M12 = −ie−2iϕa tanh ra + ie2iϕb tanh rb, (A5)
M13 = − 1
cosh rb
, M14 = − i
cosh rb
, M15 = − 1
cosh ra
, M16 =
i
cosh ra
, (A6)
M22 = 2 + e
−2iϕa tanh ra + e2iϕb tanh rb, M23 =
i
cosh rb
, M24 = − 1
cosh rb
, (A7)
M25 = − i
cosh ra
, M26 = − 1
cosh ra
, M33 = 3 + e
−2iϕb tanh rb, (A8)
M34 = −i+ ie−2iϕb tanh rb, M35 = M36 = 0, M44 = 1− e−2iϕb tanh rb, M45 = M46 = 0 (A9)
M55 = 3 + e
2iϕa tanh ra, M56 = i− ie2iϕa tanh ra, M66 = 1− e2iϕa tanh ra. (A10)
From these formula it is straightforward to calculate the determinant of the matrix M . It reads
detM = −128i [sin (2ϕa) tanh ra − sin (2ϕb) tanh rb − sin (2ϕa − 2ϕb) tanh ra tanh rb] . (A11)
This determinant vanishes when the two times at which the correlation function is calculated are the same. Moreover,
if ϕa = ϕb = 0 (but, possibly, ra 6= rb), the determinant is also zero. These two cases must be treated separately.
Let us first assume that detM 6= 0. Then, the Gaussian integral (A4) can easily be performed and one finds
〈Q˜|Uˆ(ta)Uˆ†(tb)|Q〉 = 8√
pi
1√
cosh ra cosh rb
e−Q˜
2/2−Q2/2 1√
detM
eJ
TM−1J/2. (A12)
Clearly, this matrix element is a Gaussian function in Q˜ and Q since JTM−1J is a quadratic form in Q˜ and Q,
explicitly
1
2
JTM−1J = − 64
detM
(
1− e−2iϕa tanh ra + e−2iϕb tanh rb − e2iϕa−2iϕb tanh ra tanh rb
)
Q
2
− 64
detM
(
1 + e2iϕa tanh ra − e2iϕb tanh rb − e2iϕa−2iϕb tanh ra tanh rb
)
Q˜2 +
128
detM
QQ˜
cosh ra cosh rb
.
(A13)
The final step consists in inserting the above result (A12) into the expression (A1) of the correlation function. This
leads to Eqs. (3)-(6). The calculation of the two-point correlation function then reduces to a double series of terms
that are given by the integral of a Gaussian function over a rectangular domain, the size of which is given by `. This
series has been computed numerically in order to obtain Fig. 1 and the figures of the paper.
Let us now treat the case where detM = 0. We first consider the situation where tb → ta (meaning rb → ra and
ϕb → ϕa). In this limit, one can write
lim
tb→ta
〈Q˜|UˆaUˆ†b |Q〉 =
1√
pi
1
cosh ra
√
detM/8
exp
−
(
Q− Q˜
)2
(
cosh ra
√
detM/8
)2
 . (A14)
Then, if we define a small parameter by  ≡ cosh ra
√
detM/8 which, obviously, goes to zero since detM → 0, then
the above equation reduces to
lim
tb→ta
〈Q˜|UˆaUˆ†b |Q〉 = lim→0
1

√
pi
e−(Q−Q˜)
2
/2 = δ
(
Q− Q˜
)
. (A15)
As a consequence, in this limit, the correlation function (A1) takes the form
lim
tb→ta
Cab =
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
m=+∞∑
m=−∞
(−1)n+m
∫ (n+1)`
n`
∫ (m+1)`
m`
dQ˜dQ<
[
Ψ∗1sq(ta, Q˜)Ψ1sq(ta, Q)δ
(
Q− Q˜
)]
(A16)
=
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
∫ (n+1)`
n`
dQ˜Ψ∗1sq(ta, Q˜)Ψ1sq(ta, Q˜) = 1, (A17)
9and one verifies that the correlation function is indeed one when the two times ta and tb coincide.
Let us finally focus on the case where ϕa = ϕb = ϕ→ 0 but ra 6= rb. In this situation, one can define a new small
parameter  by 2 ≡ −2iϕ(e2ra − e2rb) and one has
lim
ϕb→ϕa
〈Q˜|Uˆ(ta)Uˆ†(tb)|Q〉 = e(ra+rb)/2 lim
→0
1

√
pi
e−(e
rbQ−era Q˜)2/2 = e(ra+rb)/2δ
(
erbQ− eraQ˜
)
. (A18)
As a consequence, the two-point correlation function (A1) can now be re-expressed as
lim
ϕb→ϕa
Cab = e
(ra+rb)/2
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
m=+∞∑
m=−∞
(−1)n+m
∫ (n+1)`
n`
∫ (m+1)`
m`
dQ˜dQ<
[
Ψ∗1sq(ta, Q˜)Ψ1sq(tb, Q)δ
(
erbQ− eraQ˜
)]
.
(A19)
A first integration can be performed thanks to the presence of the Dirac function. Then the remaining one can also
be performed and the result can be expressed in terms of error functions. This leads to the formulas given in the
main text. It is interesting to notice that the case where the squeezing angles vanish can only be defined through the
limiting procedure explained above since, taken at face value, the integral in Eq. (A4) is divergent in this situation.
Finally, let us notice that simple expressions can be derived in the limit `→∞. In this case, the spin operator Sˆz
defined in Eq. (1) of the main text is simply the sign operator, i.e. it returns 1 if Q ≥ 0 and −1 if Q < 0. In this limit,
the double sum of Eq. (A1) only contains four terms, corresponding to (n,m) = (0, 0), (−1, 0), (0,−1), (−1,−1) that
are Gaussian integrals and can therefore be calculated. One obtains
Cab (`→∞) = <
{
− 4A(a, b)√
B2(a, b)− 4A(a, b)A∗(b, a)arctanh
[
B(a, b)√
B2(a, b)− 4A(a, b)A∗(b, a)
]}
. (A20)
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